Center for Applied Behavioral Health Policy hosts
Mental Health Awareness Coalition’s Annual
Candlelight Vigil
October 25, 2012 @ 6pm | Civic Space Park | 424 N. Central Avenue, Phoenix

Recovery, hope, & renewal
Join us as we recognize and honor people who live with mental illness, and come together to reduce the stigma associated with brain disorders.

“We light the candle of truth to dispel ignorance and misinformation, healing for troubled minds and hearts and lives, hope for greater treatment and opportunities, gratitude for caregivers and researchers, understanding to dispel stigma and exclusion.”

- Carole J. Willis, NAMI Member

Validated parking will be available in the UCENT garage courtesy of Vision of Hope and MIKID Group (entrance on Polk just east of Central Ave.)

To volunteer for this event contact Jenny McLellan at 602-712-9200 ext 206 or at jmclellan@azabc.org
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